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3.9. ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE POPULATIONS 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
The environmental justice populations in the API include low-income 
households, minorities, and Hispanic/Latino populations that reside within 
the API and the Native Americans who travel to and use the White Salmon 
TFAS and East White Salmon Fish Processing Facility. The proportion of 
low-income households, minorities, and Hispanic/Latino populations 
within the API are higher than county averages; and, these populations 
are more highly concentrated in the cities near the bridge: Bingen and 
White Salmon, Washington, and Hood River, Oregon. The 2010 U.S. 
Census data and American Community Survey estimates (2013-2017) 
indicate a greater proportion of racial minorities living south and east of 
the bridge in the City of Hood River (Exhibit 3-26). As shown in 
Exhibit 3-27, Hispanic/Latino populations reside on both sides of the 
Columbia River, with concentrations in the City of Bingen, downtown White Salmon, and areas west and east of the bridge 
connection in the City of Hood River. There are no permanent residences within 0.38 miles from the bridge touchdown in the 
City of Hood River or 0.25 miles of the bridge touchdown in Washington; however, seasonal and temporary camping by tribal 
members commonly occurs at the White Salmon TFAS. The average proportion of low-income households in Klickitat County 
is 13.4 percent, whereas the proportion of low-income households in Bingen is 18.8 percent. Hood River County has a lower 
average of low-income households (8.6), but most of the areas directly surrounding the City of Hood River’s downtown core 
have averages of low-income households ranging from 10.0 percent to 23.7 percent (Exhibit 3-28).  

The following section evaluates whether the alternatives would result in any disproportionately high and adverse impacts to 
environmental justice populations. 

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
Under the No Action Alternative, maintenance costs would be expected to increase as the bridge ages, which could 
substantially influence toll rates. Increases in tolls would have an adverse direct impact to environmental justice populations, 
which could result in a financial burden on low-income households. The exception is for members of the four tribes with 
treaty fishing rights on the Columbia River, who are exempted from paying tolls.  

Indirect effects associated with the No Action Alternative would be the eventual closure of the existing bridge at such a time 
that it exceeds its operational life or a catastrophic event occurs. Resulting effects from this closure would include increased 
time and cost for those that depend on it to reach jobs or services, including environmental justice populations. If using an 
alternate crossing would be too costly or time-consuming for individuals, they could need to seek other employment or 
services.  

Closure of the bridge would sever the route frequently used by tribal fishers that access the Columbia River from the Stanley 
Rock TFAS, White Salmon TFAS, Underwood In-Lieu site, and East White Salmon Fish Processing Facility. Using an alternate 
crossing would have a substantial impact on these fishers’ travel time and cost.  

Some Hispanic/Latino extended families live on both sides of the Columbia River; thus, short- and long-term closures of the 
bridge would disrupt travel for family gatherings, including traditional Sunday family dinners. Additionally, St. Mary’s Catholic 
Church and the Mercado Guadalajara (Mexican grocery store) are located in the City of Hood River; travel to these locations 
by Hispanics/Latinos would also be disrupted. If closure of the bridge would impact local businesses and their associated jobs, 
as described in Section3.10, Local and Regional Economies, this could require all employees of these businesses, including 
environmental justice individuals, to seek new employment opportunities. 

 
Current tolls are collected at both a toll booth and 
electronically. Tolls are $2.00 cash or $1.00 electronically 
for passenger vehicles. 
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Exhibit 3-26. Minority Populations in the API Relative to County Averages 
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Exhibit 3-27. Hispanic/Latino Populations in the API Relative to County Averages 
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Exhibit 3-28. Low Income Households in the API Relative to County Averages 
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Build Alternatives 
As listed in Exhibit 3-29, construction of the build alternatives would result in temporary changes in travel patterns, access, 
noise, and air quality. Tribal members camping at the White Salmon TFAS or fishing near construction activities would 
experience the greatest level of construction-related noise, dust, vehicle travel delays and detours, and vessel navigation and 
fishing around construction activities and equipment compared to other populations, particularly under Alternative EC-2 
given its proximity to the White Salmon TFAS (see Section 3.5, Treating Fishing Rights, for additional detail). Alternative EC-3 
would displace two non-profit organizations (Oregon Human Development Corporation and Mid-Columbia Children’s 
Council) located at The Marketplace in the City of Hood River that provide services to Oregon low-income and minority 
individuals living in the region. As described in Section 3.8, Community and Social Resources, depending on if and where 
these offices relocate, access to these services and getting to these offices could change. 

Under both build alternatives, low-income households or those without vehicles could directly benefit from improved transit 
times crossing the bridge and the new shared use path on the bridge, which would provide an alternate non-tolled means of 
crossing. The shared use path could, however, result in additional pedestrian and bicycle traffic near the White Salmon TFAS, 
potentially leading to unauthorized access to this site. In addition, Alternative EC-2 would require several easements on the 
property where the White Salmon TFAS is located: a temporary construction easement, a permanent easement for one 
bridge pier located on the submerged portion of the parcel, and a permanent aerial easement for the bridge to span over the 
east side of the parcel. Alternative EC-3 would require a permanent easement along SR 14 on the north side of the East 
White Salmon Fish Processing Facility but would not change the function of this site. As shown on Exhibit 3-19 and 
Exhibit 3-20 in Section 3.5, Treaty Fishing Rights, the size and location of the easements are such that they are not 
anticipated to impact the land-based activities at either site. These easements would not change long-term physical access to 
the site and would likely not change the overall function of the site, however, potential impacts are subject to ongoing tribal 
consultation. Additional impacts to the White Salmon TFAS and East White Salmon Fish Processing Facility could include air 
and dust emissions, noise and vibration, over-water structure/in-water shading, and loss in benthic habitat. These impacts 
are identified and explored in more detail in Section 3.5, Treaty Fishing Rights.  

Under the No Action Alternative, increased maintenance costs could substantially influence toll rates. The toll rate structure 
for the build alternatives would likely be influenced by the level of repayment needed for funding construction of the bridge; 
thus, tolls could be higher under the build alternatives compared to tolls under the No Action Alternative that supports 
maintenance and a replacement bridge fund. Therefore, low-income households could experience higher adverse effects as a 
result of tolling under the build alternatives compared to the No Action Alternative. In addition, an ETC system could be a 
barrier to people that could have limited English proficiency, use only cash, are unable to navigate the internet, or feel 
uncomfortable vising the Port office in-person. Toll rate increases would not affect members of the Yakama Nation, as these 
individuals would continue to be exempted from toll collection in compliance with the agreement between the Port and the 
Yakama Nation. 

No indirect impacts to environmental justice populations would be expected under the build alternatives. 
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Exhibit 3-29 Summary of Impacts to Environmental Justice Populations 

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 

Construction 
Impacts to Treaty 
Fishing Sites and 
Fish Processing 
Facility 
 
See Exhibit 3-18 in 
Section 3.5, Treaty 
Fishing Rights, for 
additional details 

• None • White Salmon TFAS: 0.4-acre 
temporary construction 
easements; air and dust 
emissions, noise, underwater 
noise, vibration, turbidity and 
sediment, temporary 
limitations to nearshore 
fishing areas, traffic 
congestion and delays, and 
detours to the site; increased 
safety issues due to in-water 
obstacles for fishers to 
maneuver around 

• East White Salmon Fish 
Processing Facility: No 
temporary construction 
easement; air and dust 
emissions, noise, traffic 
congestion and delays, and 
detours to the site 

• White Salmon TFAS: 0.03-
acre temporary construction 
easements; air and dust 
emissions, noise, underwater 
noise, vibration, turbidity and 
sediment, temporary 
limitations to nearshore 
fishing areas, traffic 
congestion and delays, and 
detours to the site; increased 
safety issues due to in-water 
obstacles for fishers to 
maneuver around 

• East White Salmon Fish 
Processing Facility: 0.1-acre 
temporary construction 
easement; air and dust 
emissions, noise, traffic 
congestion and delays, and 
detours to the site 

• Underwood In-Lieu Site, Stanley Rock TFAS, and Nez Perce Tribe 
Property: Minor traffic congestion, delays, and detours to the 
sites 

Cross-River 
Accessibility 

• Eventual bridge closure 
would require long and costly 
detours 

• New means of crossing for pedestrians and bicyclists 
• Improvement in cross-river transit times 

Bridge Tolls • Increase in vehicle toll rate could create a financial burden for low-income households, potentially 
a higher burden under the build alternatives 

• Accessibility barriers potentially created by all electronic toll system 

Direct Impacts to 
Treaty Fishing Sites 
and Fish Processing 
Facility 
 
See Exhibit 3-18 in 
Section 3.5, Treaty 
Fishing Rights, for 
additional details 

• Eventual bridge closure 
would require tribal fishers to 
use an alternate crossing to 
access sites 

• White Salmon TFAS: 
Permanent easement for one 
bridge pier (0.3 acre), and 
aerial easement; potential for 
increase in unauthorized use 

• East White Salmon Fish 
Processing Facility: No 
permanent easement 

• White Salmon TFAS: No 
permanent or aerial 
easement; potential for 
increase in unauthorized use 

• East White Salmon Fish 
Processing Facility: 0.04 acre 
of permanent easement for 
road improvements to SR 14 

• No direct impacts to the Underwood In-Lieu Site, Stanley Rock 
TFAS, and Nez Perce Tribe Property  

Displacement of 
Services 

• None • None • Displacement and potential 
relocation of 2 non-profits 
that serve low-income and 
minority individuals 

Environmental 
Justice 
Determination 

• Not applicable • Disproportionately high and adverse impacts to low-income and 
minority populations 
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE FINDING 
Impacts to low-income populations would occur if tolling rates were increased under the No Action Alternative or increased 
to a higher rate under both build alternatives. The proportion of low-income households in the API ranges from 10 percent to 
24 percent in most of the block groups. These percentages exceed the percentages of households in the respective counties 
in most cases. Similarly, there are higher proportions of minorities and Hispanic/Latino populations than county averages. 

In addition, the White Salmon TFAS and East White Salmon Fish Processing Facility are accessible to members of the 
Columbia River treaty tribes; these sites are located near the existing bridge on the Washington shore. These sites draw 
Native Americans to the API, including many who travel across the Hood River Bridge to fish at the White Salmon TFAS, 
Underwood In-Lieu site, and Stanley Rock TFAS as well as use the East White Salmon Fish Processing Facility. Construction-
related impacts to the TFAS would include dust, noise and vibration, temporary restriction to nearshore fishing areas, and 
temporary detours to access the site, particularly for any tribal members camping at the site. Long-term impacts could 
include increased visibility of the TFAS from the shared use path and closer proximity of people walking or biking near the 
TFAS fenced boundary. Additionally, CRITFC has also identified that new pedestrian and bicycle facilities could increase 
unauthorized access to the TFAS, visibility of TFAS activities and residents, and garbage thrown from the bridge based on 
experiences from other TFASs and in-lieu fishing sites along the Columbia River. 

Mitigation has been proposed to avoid, minimize, and mitigate construction-related and long-term impacts. The Project, with 
incorporated mitigation measures, would be expected to have high and adverse disproportionate impacts on low-income and 
minority populations who reside in the area, receive services at two non-profit organizations that could be displaced, or 
would travel across the replacement bridge. With mitigation measures to minimize construction-related impacts to tribal 
members residing, conducting fishing and ceremonial activities at the White Salmon TFAS, and accessing the Columbia River 
to fish, the Project would be expected to have high and adverse disproportionate impacts on Native Americans, who use the 
White Salmon TFAS and/or East White Salmon Fish Processing Facility. 

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES 
Construction Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate construction impacts to 
minority and low-income populations: 

» Implement the avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation commitments for construction impacts identified in 
Section 3.5, Treaty Fishing Rights, Section 3.8, Community and Social Resources, Section 3.18, Air Quality and 
Greenhouse Gases, Section 3.19, Visual, Section 3.20, Noise and Vibration, and Section 3.21, Hazardous Materials. 

» Consider contract incentives for hiring Native American companies for construction, environmental work, and other 
services associated with the Project. 

» Consult with the tribes with treaty fishing rights and coordinate with BIA and CRITFC about the timing of 
construction activities, alternate camping sites, and access detours to the White Salmon TFAS and East White 
Salmon Fish Processing Facility. 

Long-Term Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to address impacts to minority and low-income 
populations: 

» Implement the avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation commitments for long-term impacts identified in Section 
3.5, Treaty Fishing Rights, Section 3.8, Community and Social Resources, and Section 3.19, Visual. 

» Ensure that newly constructed pedestrian facilities associated with the Project are ADA-compliant to provide 
connectivity between the communities and businesses, employers, and other destination points. 

» Provide signage and fencing (or other barrier) to reduce unauthorized access by non-tribal members to the White 
Salmon TFAS. 

» Coordinate with BIA and CRITFC to identify and install screening along a portion of the west side of the bridge to 
minimize views into and discourage throwing garbage onto the White Salmon TFAS. 
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» Prior to establishing toll rates and account fees for users of the replacement bridge, a robust and inclusive public 
engagement program and technical evaluation would be undertaken to assess strategies to mitigate any undue 
financial burden caused by increased toll rates or undue barriers to use the bridge caused by the implementation of 
an all-electronic toll collection system. The findings from this process would be recommended to the tolling 
authority as part of its initial toll setting process for the replacement bridge. An initial list of strategies that could be 
considered as part of this process include, but would not be limited to, the following:  

» Reduced toll rates for low-income populations implemented at the time the replacement bridge is opened. 

» Recycle toll revenues into transportation services that would benefit low-income populations and other 
bridge users. Toll revenues would be required to first cover the cost of any debt service (and bond 
covenants), operations, and maintenance costs of the replacement bridge. Excess revenues not required to 
meet these requirements, if any, could be used for other permitted transportation purposes, such as 
improved transit service, and carpool programs. 

» Implement measures to mitigate any undue burdens on low-income and minority populations resulting 
from the need to enroll in ETC programs, such as: 

o For households without convenient access to banks or the internet, supplement the toll payment 
options to include a variety of payment options, including cash, money orders, and checks that 
could be conducted at a wide variety of locations, such as convenience stores, gas stations, 
grocery stores, and other retail locations.  

o For non-English speaking populations, provide Spanish (and other) language translation for printed 
and electronic tolling informational materials, electronic toll applications, smartphone 
applications, and billing statements. 

o Provide toll exemptions for pedestrians and bicyclists traveling on the shared use path. 

» Implement measures to mitigate any undue burdens on low-income populations resulting from toll rate 
increases or other costs of toll accounts, such as: 

o Free or low-cost tolls for use of for qualified vanpools. 

o Waiving or reducing monthly account maintenance fees or account balance requirements for 
low-income populations. 

o Providing free or low-cost transponders to low income populations. 
» Implement a toll violations policy that allows reasonable opportunities to pay delinquent tolls prior to 

advancing unpaid tolls to a collection agency or municipal courts. 

Additional detail on environmental justice populations is provided in the Social and Economic Technical Report (Appendix M). 
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3.10. LOCAL AND REGIONAL ECONOMIES 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
The local and regional economies within the API were built on agricultural 
and forest product industries. These industries continue to be a focus of 
economic growth with a recent rise in recreational, tourism, service-
oriented, and manufacturing sectors. 

For millennia, tribal communities have harvested salmon from the 
Columbia River for commercial, physical and spiritual sustenance. The 
salmon were routinely sold to and traded with neighboring tribes, settlers, 
and explorers. As presented in Section 3.5, Treaty Fishing Rights, the Nez 
Perce Tribe, CTUIR, Warm Springs, and Yakama Nation signed individual 
treaties with the U.S. government in 1855 to reserve, forever, their right 
to fish at all of their usual and accustomed places. The rich custom of tribal fishing continues to be essential to the heritage, 
culture, and economy of the Indian people and to the Pacific Northwest (CRITFC 2020g). The river zone between the 
Bonneville and McNary dams (Zone 6, see Exhibit 3-16 in Section 3.5, Treaty Fishing Rights) limits commercial fishing 
exclusively to members of the four Columbia River treaty tribes; tribal fishers catch and sell fish year-round according to fish 
run seasons.  

The existing Hood River Bridge plays a critical role in the local and regional economy. The economies of Klickitat County and 
Hood River County can largely be viewed as an integrated regional economy. Although both counties have industrial and 
commercial enterprises, the region provides a bi-state workforce and access to complimentary businesses that strengthen 
each county’s economy. Logging trucks connect the wood-related industries on either side of the Columbia River, and fruit 
haulers cross over from the growers in the Hood River Valley to the packing facilities at Underwood Fruit just west of the City 
of Bingen. Delivery trucks, concrete mixers, dump trucks, and chip trucks are frequent participants in the interstate flow of 
goods across the Columbia River. Approximately 2 percent to 3 percent of the vehicles traveling on the existing bridge are 
freight trucks; due to the narrow lanes and geometric restrictions of the bridge, some freight trucks use The Bridge of the 
Gods (22 miles to the west) or The Dalles Bridge (24 miles to the east) to cross the Columbia River (Exhibit 3-9). Many 
residents of western Klickitat County regularly access shopping, dining, and entertainment options in the City of Hood River. 

Two port districts operate in the API, both of which promote regional trade of manufactured goods and recreation-based 
activities. The Port’s assets include commercial and industrial lands, recreation facilities, the Hood River Bridge, and the Hood 
River Airport. The Port of Klickitat owns and leases commercial and industrial properties and facilities, provides waterfront 
recreation facilities, and oversees environmental stewardship of sensitive lands.  

The economies of Klickitat County and Hood River County can largely be viewed as an integrated regional economy. Although 
both counties have industrial and commercial enterprises, the region provides a bi-state workforce and access to 
complimentary businesses that strengthen each county’s economy. Interviews with local elected officials, businesses, and 
other stakeholders highlighted the close connection between communities on each side of the Columbia River and the 
shared regional economy (EnviroIssues 2018). Interviewees consistently stated that the bridge was an essential element to 
the economic vibrancy of the region and loss of it would be life changing. Several mentioned that Washington residents 
depend on the bridge more than Oregon residents for medical services, retail shopping, access to I-84, and jobs. 

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
Under the No Action Alternative, the current bridge restrictions would continue to limit freight truck travel across the 
Columbia River, although the Port allows some oversized truck crossings with specific conditions. Eventual closure of the 
existing bridge would result in indirect impacts of increased travel time and cost and a reduced employment pool that 
supports industry and business on both sides of the Columbia River. Further, businesses in the City of Hood River would 
suffer economically from fewer customers from Washington, and industries in the cities of White Salmon and Bingen would 
be substantially weakened without a close connection to the interstate system, agricultural products and storage/processing 
facilities, and the additional workforce in Oregon.  

 
Recreation and tourism has become an important part  
of the region’s economy. 
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If a catastrophic event would occur prior to 2045 and result in closure of the existing bridge, the Mid-Columbia region 
economy would be immediately and substantially affected. Freight transport, interstate commuters, and deliveries and 
service previously using the bridge would be diverted to other bridges that are over 20 miles away. The viability of businesses 
that rely on interstate commerce could be threatened through the loss of this critical transportation connection. Similarly, 
access to jobs could be severed for those that live on one side of the river and work on the other. Commuting using other 
bridges could be feasible for some and infeasible for others with an extra 90 miles added to a daily roundtrip. The loss of 
business activity and jobs would lead to fewer tax revenues being collected.  

Build Alternatives 
Construction of either of the build alternatives would bring money into the local and regional economy through short-term 
increases in employment and associated consumer spending, which can have a multiplier effect, creating additional jobs. 
Direct construction spending for the replacement bridge would be approximately $253.8 million dollars and would employ 
approximately 80 full time workers over the 3-year construction period to build the replacement bridge. Approximately 72 
full time workers would be needed during the 3-year deconstruction period to remove the existing bridge. Local businesses 
could be temporarily affected by changes in traffic patterns, access, parking, noise, and the visual setting during construction; 
less so for deconstruction. 

The replacement bridge would provide a long-term benefit of an improved regional connection between the economies of 
Hood River and western Klickitat County and could benefit regional freight movement with no width and load restrictions. 
The replacement bridge would also benefit the local economy with a reliable travel connection between the cities of White 
Salmon, Bingen, and Hood River so that residents and employees can continue to access to jobs, services, and shopping 
across the river. Properties acquired to construct the Project would reduce annual tax revenue in Klickitat County by less than 
0.01 percent under each alternative. Alternative EC-2 may displace Port facilities including a maintenance building and their 
administrative office building as listed in Exhibit 3-30. Alternative EC-3 would displace eight businesses and five hotel suites, 
as listed in Exhibit 3-30. Relative to the size of the employment base within the region, the business and employee 
displacements by Alternatives EC-3 would have a low impact on regional economic conditions. Adequate commercial 
property is available in Hood River to support relocation; if the owners of these eight businesses would choose to relocate 
locally, there would be minimal impacts to the local economy. The Best Western Plus Hood River Inn has 194 guest rooms 
and suites. The loss of five suites for the hotel represents a loss of 2.6 percent of the rooms and would not be expected to 
prevent the inn from continuing to provide lodging. 

By removing vehicle size and load restrictions, use of the replacement bridge could draw traffic away from other bridges over 
time and increase traffic near the replacement bridge, potentially resulting in an indirect impact of a slight increase in 
economic activity in the cities of White Salmon, Bingen, and Hood River. The replacement bridge would increase 
opportunities for pedestrian and bicyclists to cross the river, which could bring more recreation and tourism business to the 
cities of White Salmon, Bingen, and Hood River. 

As the existing bridge is tolled, the Port and local agencies assume that the vehicle travel lanes on the replacement bridge 
would also be tolled. Future toll rates for the replacement bridge have not been determined at this time; however, an 
increase in toll rates compared to existing rates would likely occur. Toll rates would be set by the bridge owner and could 
take into account various factors, such as, but not limited to: construction delivery method, debt service on any bonds or 
loans used to design and construct the bridge, operation and maintenance costs, a future bridge replacement fund, and 
other bridge related costs or liabilities such as ongoing maintenance costs. These costs and liabilities would be balanced 
against household incomes for local communities and the tolerance level for higher tolls as a trade-off for a replacement 
bridge. The long-term consequence of a higher toll would be that it may cause people to change trip behavior, especially for 
casual trips for shopping or entertainment, which could affect business revenues. Conversely, an increase in tolls may be 
tolerable for freight businesses that depend on the bridge, especially since a replacement bridge would remove current 
height, width, and weight limitations on vehicles. Thus, the impact of increased tolls on local and regional economies may be 
offset by the benefits of a more functional and multimodal bridge that enhances business operations. Economic impacts at 
the household level would depend on the ability to alter trip behavior and/or absorb higher tolls costs in household 
discretionary income. Means-based pricing could also be considered when setting the new toll rates. 
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Exhibit 3-30. Summary of Impacts to Economic Resources 

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 

Regional 
Connectivity 

• Reduced connectivity, 
economic viability, and 
workforce when existing 
bridge closes 

• Improved regional economic connection for freight, workers, 
and residents 

• Reliable cross-river route to access jobs, services and shopping 
benefiting the local economy 

Construction 
Employment 

• None • 80 full-time construction workers for 3 years to build the 
replacement bridge 

• 72 full-time workers for the demolition of the existing bridge 

Direct Construction 
Spending 

• None • $253.8 million over duration of construction 

Business 
Displacements 

• None • Potentially 2 Port buildings • 8 businesses 
• 5 hotel suites 

 

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES 
Construction Impacts 
To reduce construction impacts, the Port or construction contractor would dedicate staff to work specifically with impacted 
businesses during construction to minimize Project-associated impacts. Construction mitigation plans would be developed in 
conjunction with the construction contractor to address the needs of businesses and could include, but are not limited to, 
the following measures: 

» Provide a 24-hour construction telephone hotline. 
» Provide detour, open for business, and other signage as appropriate. 

» Implement promotion and marketing measures to help impacted business districts maintain their customer base 
during construction. 

» Maintain reasonable business access and coordinate with businesses during times of limited access. 
» Establish effective communications with the public through measures such as informational meetings and 

construction updates, alerts, and schedules. 

Long-Term Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate long-term impacts to 
economic conditions: 

» Conduct all right-of-way acquisitions and business relocations in accordance with the Uniform Act, as amended, as 
well as in compliance with Oregon or Washington relocation programs. All impacted property owners would be 
compensated for property rights acquired at fair market value and relocation assistance would be provided in 
accordance with federal or state laws, as applicable. The Uniform Act provides protection and assistance for people 
impacted by the acquisition, rehabilitation, or demolition of real property for federal or federally funded projects.  

Additional detail on economic resources is provided in the Social and Economic Technical Report (Appendix M).  
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3.11. PARK AND RECREATION 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
There are 31 existing and proposed park and recreation facilities, 
including five shared use trails, located within the API. Most facilities are 
situated along the Columbia River and/or associated with river-based 
activities. The dominant activities associated with these sites include 
boating, sailing, wind surfing, kiteboarding, and fishing. The Columbia 
River Gorge, and specifically the City of Hood River, are world renowned 
for windsurfing, kiteboarding, and stand up paddle boarding. Other 
recreation activities in the area include bicycling, kayaking, wildlife 
viewing, hiking, and camping.  

Park and recreation facilities located closest to the existing bridge and the 
replacement bridge would likely be affected by the Project. These facilities 
include: 

» Bridge Park: a proposed 12-acre park in the City of White Salmon partially located underneath the existing bridge 
» Hood River Marina Park and Basin: a 27-acre park that includes a marina, beach, yacht club, boat launch, cruise ship 

dock, history museum, beach, open lawn area, and the Port’s administration office and maintenance shop, which 
functionally support recreational activities at the Hood River Marina Park and Basin  

» Waterfront Trail: an existing 2.8-mile trail along the waterfront in the City of Hood River, crossing underneath the 
existing bridge  

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
Increased traffic volumes over time under the No Action Alternative would result in a direct impact of minor, imperceptible 
increases to noise levels (0 decibels to 3 decibels) at park and recreation facilities closest to I-84 and the bridge. At such a 
time in the future that the existing bridge exceeds its operational life or a catastrophic event occurs and the bridge is closed, 
the No Action Alternative would result in indirect impacts of reduced noise levels at park and recreation facilities near the 
bridge with the elimination of cross-river traffic on the bridge, although traffic noise from I-84 and SR 14 would remain. 
Closure of the bridge would also result in reduced cross-river vehicle access to facilities, potentially changing visitation 
patterns, parking demand, and maintenance needs. 

Build Alternatives 
Construction of the build alternatives would result in temporary noise, air, visual, and access changes to park and recreation 
facilities, particularly those closest to construction areas. Both build alternatives would result in additional short-term 
impacts to park and recreation facilities closest to the bridge during construction. These impacts include changes in travel 
patterns to access park and recreation facilities due to detour routes during construction, as well as construction noise, dust, 
air pollution, and changes in the visual environment at parks and recreation facilities, as listed in Exhibit 3-31. Both build 
alternatives could require temporary closures of Bridge Park (if developed), parking areas of Hood River Marina Park and 
Basin, and a short segment of Waterfront Trail (with a trail detour) during construction.  

Under Alternative EC-2, a temporary access road may be developed in the Hood River Marina Park and Basin to provide 
access to the Port’s maintenance shop during construction. If construction or permanent impacts to either the Port’s 
administrative office and/or the maintenance shop occur that render the buildings and storage areas nonfunctional or 
inaccessible, then the facilities may be required to be relocated. 

 
Waterfront Trail crosses under the existing Hood River 
Bridge. 
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Alternative EC-2 and Alternative EC-3 would result in long-term, direct impacts of a wider bridge over areas planned for 
active uses in Bridge Park as shown in Exhibit 3-32 and Exhibit 3-33. Both build alternatives would require acquisition of land 
from Hood River Marina Park and Basin to accommodate the southern terminus of the replacement bridge, resulting in 
realigning E. Port Marina Drive, removal of parking spaces for the boat launch, the Port’s administrative office, and the Port’s 
maintenance shop under Alternative EC-2. Alternative EC-3 would require realigning E. Port Marina Drive but avoid other 
impacts to the Port’s property. The wider replacement bridge would cover a longer segment of Waterfront Trail than the 
current bridge does for both build alternatives. Alternative EC-2 would cover a 60-foot trail segment and Alternative EC-3 
would cover a 150-foot trail segment, as compared with the 24-foot trail segment currently covered, potentially increasing 
safety and security concerns under the bridge; additional lighting would be incorporated into the Project design to offset 
these concerns.  

The shared use path on the replacement bridge would enhance pedestrian and bicycle access to park and recreation 
facilities, potentially resulting in indirect impacts of changes in visitation patterns, parking demand, and maintenance needs 
under both build alternatives. 

Exhibit 3-31. Summary of Impacts to Park and Recreation Facilities 

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 
All park and 
recreation 
facilities 

• No changes  • Temporary changes in travel patterns and access, noise levels, dust, 
air pollution, and visual environment at facilities  

• Enhanced pedestrian and bicycle connectivity with the new shared 
use path 

• Minor change in visitation patterns, bicycle and vehicle parking 
demand, and maintenance needs 

Bridge Park • No closures 
• Bridge over non-active park 

areas 

• 2.6-acre temporary construction 
easement 

• 1.5-acre temporary 
construction easement 

• Potential temporary park closures during construction  
• Wider bridge over park areas planned for active uses 

Hood River 
Marina Park 
and Basin 

• No closures 
• No conversion to right-of-way 

• Temporary closures of parking 
areas for boat launch, Port 
administration office, and Port 
maintenance shop  

• Removal of 3 parking spaces for 
boat launch, 15 spaces for Port 
office, and unstriped 
parking/storage for maintenance 
area 

• If needed, a new temporary access 
road developed to provide access 
to the Port’s maintenance shop 

• If Port’s administration building 
and/or maintenance shop and 
associated storage become non-
functional or inaccessible during or 
after construction, relocation of 
these facilities would occur 

• 0.6 acre converted to right-of-way 

• Temporary closures of 
parking areas for boat 
launch 

• 0.2 acre converted to right-
of-way 

Waterfront 
Trail 

• No trail closures 
• 24-foot trail segment covered 

by bridge 

• Temporary trail closures with trail detour during construction  

• 60-foot trail segment covered by 
bridge 

• 150-foot trail segment 
covered by bridge 
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Exhibit 3-32. Impacts to Park and Recreation Facilities under the Preferred Alternative EC-2 
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Exhibit 3-33. Impacts to Park and Recreation Facilities under Alternative EC-3 
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AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES 
Construction Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate construction impacts to 
park and recreation facilities: 

» Pedestrian and bicycle access to Waterfront Trail would be maintained during construction. A signed, 
ADA-accessible detour route would be provided when portions of the trail are temporarily closed during 
construction.  

» Advanced notice to park and recreation users about sidewalk, trail, and/or park closures and temporary access 
changes during construction would be provided. 

» Contractors would be required to minimize dust and air pollutant emissions. Potential control measures are 
included throughout the WSDOT standard specifications and ODOT standard specifications Section 290. These 
control measures include vehicle and equipment idling limitations and minimize vehicle track-out and fugitive dust. 
These measures would be documented in the temporary ESCP that the contractor is required to submit prior to the 
preconstruction conference. To reduce the impact of construction delays on traffic flow and resultant emissions, 
road or lane closures should be restricted to non-peak traffic periods when possible.  

Long-Term Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate long-term impacts to 
park and recreation facilities: 

» Appropriate lighting along the segment of the Waterfront Trail covered by the replacement bridge would be 
incorporated as part of the Project to mitigate lighting and visibility concerns caused by the wider bridge.  

» Wayfinding signage would be provided for the new shared use path indicating connections to park and recreation 
facilities. 

» Coordination with the City of White Salmon would be conducted during the Project’s design phase or when the 
design of Bridge Park advances (if prior to construction of the replacement bridge) to incorporate the proposed 
alignment and increased width of the replacement bridge in the conceptual plan for Bridge Park.  

» Alternative EC-2: Design of the replacement bridge would be coordinated with design of the City of White Salmon’s 
proposed Bridge Park to avoid or address any potential design conflicts between the proposed pedestrian bridge for 
the park and the stormwater facility for the bridge. 

» Alternatives EC-2: Opportunities would be considered to reconfigure the Hood River Marina Park and Basin boat 
launch parking area to replace parking spaces removed by the Project. 

Additional detail on park and recreation resources is provided in the Park and Recreation Technical Report (Appendix K).  
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3.12. SECTION 6(f) PROPERTIES 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Section 6(f)(3) of the LWCF Act of 1965 (referred to as Section 6(f)) states 
that any property acquired and/or developed with funds from the LWCF 
State Assistance Program shall not be wholly or partly converted to uses 
other than public outdoor recreation uses without the approval of the 
NPS. There are three properties in the API that received funding from this 
program and are therefore protected under Section 6(f):  

» Bingen Marina and Marina Park: This site received funding in 
1968 for development of the boat marina 

» Hood River Marina Park and Basin (previously described in 
Section 3.11, Park and Recreation): This site received funding in 
1970, 1972, 1973, and 1974 for boat ramp, dock, and marina 
utility improvements 

» Wygant State Natural Area: This site received funding in 1974 for the Lausmann-Wygant Footpath 

In addition, the Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office and the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department 
(OPRD) award state-funded grants that have similar long-term stewardship obligations. There are eight additional park and 
recreation facilities that have received state grant funding, including Daubenspeck Park, Bingen Lake, Waterfront Trail 
(previously described in Section 3.11, Park and Recreation), The Hook, Waterfront Park, Nichols Basin, Rotary Skatepark, and 
Indian Creek Trail. One of the state-grant funded facilities, Waterfront Trail, is partially located within the Section 6(f) 
boundary of the Hood River Marina Park and Basin; therefore, that segment of the trail is also protected under Section 6(f). 

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative would not physically alter any of the Section 6(f) or state grant-funded park and recreation 
facilities as described in Section 3.11, Park and Recreation, so it would not result in any conversion of land under Section 6(f) 
or state stewardship requirements, as listed in Exhibit 3-34. 

Build Alternatives 
The temporary closure of a portion of the Hood River Marina Park and Basin, as well as the temporary development of an 
access road, and potential relocation of the Port’s maintenance shop and/or administrative office to accommodate 
construction of Alternative EC-2 (as described in Section 3.11, Park and Recreation) – if not mitigated - could result in a 
temporary non-conforming use or a conversion of this property under Section 6(f). Alternative EC-3 could require a 
temporary closure of a portion of the Hood River Marina Park and Basin for short durations during construction. Both build 
alternatives would require right-of-way acquisition of less than 1 acre from this park, likely resulting in a conversion under 
Section 6(f). Longer segments of Waterfront Trail would be covered by the replacement bridge under both alternatives, and a 
portion of the trail would be temporarily closed (with a detour route provided) during construction. Additional coordination 
with the NPS and OPRD, including an official Section 6(f) boundary determination for this the Hood River Marina Park and 
Basin, is needed to determine the extent of Section 6(f) impacts. 

The shared use path on the replacement bridge would enhance pedestrian and bicycle access to Section 6(f) properties and 
state grant-funded park and recreation facilities, potentially resulting in indirect impacts of changes in visitation patterns, 
parking demand, and maintenance needs under both build alternatives. 

 
Hood River Marina Park and Basin is located immediately 
west of the existing bridge. 
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Exhibit 3-34. Summary of Impacts to Section 6(f) Properties and State Grant-Funded Park and Recreation Facilities 

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 
Section 6(f) 
Properties 

• No conversion or temporary 
non-conforming use 

• Review by NPS needed to determine likelihood of Section 6(f) 
temporary non-conforming use or conversion of Hood River 
Marina Park and Basin park and the segment of Waterfront Trail 
located within the park; additional coordination with NPS and 
OPRD needed 

State Grant-
Funded Facilities 

• No conversion or temporary 
non-conforming use 

• Additional coordination with OPRD needed to determine 
impacts to Waterfront Trail 

 

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES  
Measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate impacts to Section 6(f) properties and state grant-funded facilities are listed in 
Section 3.11, Park and Recreation. Additional coordination with OPRD and the NPS is needed once right-of-way ground 
surveys, legal descriptions, and title research begins, including a formal Section 6(f) boundary determination for the Hood 
River Marina Park and Basin, before it can be determined whether a temporary non-conforming use or conversion would 
result, which could require additional mitigation. 

Additional detail on Section 6(f) properties and state grant funded park and recreation facilities is provided in the Section 6(f) 
Technical Report (Appendix L).  
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3.13. HISTORIC RESOURCES 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
The NHPA (CFR 36 Part 800) requires federal agencies and projects 
receiving federal funding to consider the effects of a project on historic 
properties.” Historic properties include any prehistoric or historic districts, 
sites, buildings, structures, or objects that are eligible for or already listed 
on the NRHP. The NHPA categorizes the effects of projects into three 
groups: “no historic properties affected,” “no historic properties adversely 
affected,” and “historic properties adversely affected.” One historic 
resource within the area of potential effects (APE) – the Hood River Loops 
is a contributing feature of the Columbia River Highway NRHP Historic 
District and the Columbia River Highway National Historic Landmark (NHL) 
District (Exhibit 3-35). Additionally, the existing Hood River Bridge has 
been determined eligible for listing and two railroads and six residences in 
the City of Hood River and City of White Salmon are potentially eligible. 

The Hood River Bridge was determined eligible for the NRHP in 2004 and reconfirmed in 2020 (Appendix H, Historic 
Resources Technical Report). The 4,418-foot bridge was completed in 1924 and modified in 1938 to include a vertical lift 
span in its central segment to allow continued river navigation after the water level changed following construction of the 
Bonneville Dam and to accommodate larger vessels. The bridge is eligible under NRHP Criterion A in the area of 
transportation for its statewide significance as the second oldest vehicle crossing between Oregon and Washington and has 
local significance in the area of engineering under NRHP Criterion C for its central lift span which embodies the distinctive 
characteristics of the vertical-lift Pennsylvania-Petit steel through-truss. The bridge retains all aspects of its historic integrity 
including location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. 

The Hood River Loops, a contributing feature of the Columbia River Highway NHL District, lies to the south and east of the 
Project along the basalt cliffs of the Columbia River Gorge (Exhibit 3-36 and Exhibit 3-37). In 2000, the Secretary of the 
Interior designated the Columbia River Highway, including the Hood River Loops, as an NHL. Construction of the Columbia 
River Highway occurred between 1913 and 1922 and the route is notable for the views it provides of waterfalls and streams, 
fruit orchards, and the Columbia River and for its design features that include multiple bridges, masonry guard walls, and 
wood guard fences. The Columbia River Highway is significant under NHL Criterion 1 for its exemplary highway design in 
20th-century America. It is also significant under NHL Criterion 4 for the contributions to the fields of civil engineering and 
landscape architecture made by its designer, Samuel C. Lancaster, and for being the first scenic highway in the U.S. Today, 
the remaining pieces of highway in the NHL district, including the Hood River Loops, retain much of their original character. 
Historically, the Hood River Loops had views of the Hood River Bridge, but these views have been altered or have diminished 
gradually over the years as vegetation has grown up along the roadside and as development of other infrastructure and 
industrial uses have changed the view toward the bridge and its surroundings. 

Two railroads located within the Project APE have also been determined to be potentially eligible for listing on the NRHP. The 
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle (SP&S) Railway is located in Washington, paralleling the Columbia River and is owned and 
operated today by BNSF Railway (Exhibit 3-35). Construction of the 0.3-mile long SP&S rail line within the Project APE was 
completed between 1906 and 1907 and is part of a larger linear resource that retains integrity of setting, association, 
location, and feeling is eligible for the NRHP. The second railroad, the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company’s (OR&N) 
Columbia River main line, is located in Oregon to the east of the existing Hood River Bridge and is owned and operated today 
by the Union Pacific Railroad. The approximately 0.25-mile long rail line segment of the OR&N railroad within the Project APE 
was originally constructed in the 1880s but was significantly modified in the early twentieth century to its current alignment 
(Exhibit 3-35). The OR&N railroad is significant for its association with the broad pattern of events that shaped the Columbia 
River Gorge region and the Pacific Northwest. These two segments of railroad are both part of larger linear resources and 
contribute to the SP&S and OR&N railroad’s overall historical significance in the areas of transportation and commerce. 

 
Hood River Bridge was constructed in 1924. 
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Exhibit 3-35. Area of Potential Effect and Historic Resources  
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Exhibit 3-36. Hood River Bridge Photograph (1920s) as Viewed from the Hood River Loops 

 

 

Exhibit 3-37. View from the Hood River Loops Looking North toward the Existing Bridge 
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There are six residential structures potentially eligible under the NRHP (five are located in the City of White Salmon and one 
is located in the City of Hood River) (Exhibit 3-35). All structures are older than 45 years and retain varying degrees of historic 
integrity based on individual circumstances. These structures also have views of the Hood River Bridge – an NRHP eligible 
structure.  

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative is not expected to disturb or alter any historic resources, except the existing bridge, and would not 
result in any impacts to these resources. If the existing bridge is left in place and further deteriorates, it may need to be 
closed and removed resulting in an adverse impact to the bridge, an eligible historic resource. If a catastrophic event 
occurred, such as an earthquake, landslide, or barge or vessel strike, the bridge could be damaged or collapse; in this event 
the existing bridge could be severely damaged and mitigation opportunities could be limited. 

Build Alternatives 
Exhibit 3-38 summarizes historic resources impacts by alternative. The build alternatives, Alternatives EC-2 and EC-3, would 
result in the deconstruction and removal of the existing Hood River Bridge, an NRHP-eligible structure. Although other 
alternatives were considered to retain the Hood River Bridge either retrofitted for all modes of traffic or for pedestrian and 
bicycle use, none of these alternatives met the purpose and need for the project (see Section 2.3 for more detail on the 
alternatives screening process). Physical deconstruction (demolition) of or damage to all or part of a property, as well as 
removal of a property from its historic location are considered examples of adverse effects under Section 106 of the NHPA. 
Under these criteria, the build alternatives would result in an adverse effect to the bridge. The adverse effect to the bridge 
would occur after construction of the replacement bridge and all vehicular traffic is rerouted off the existing bridge.  

For the other historic resources, the build alternatives would result in “no effect” or “no adverse effects.” In general, 
temporary construction impacts would include increased noise and the visual intrusion of construction equipment, and 
long-term impacts would include changes to the views or the visual setting of the historic resources.  

The build alternatives would result in temporary and permanent, indirect impacts to the Hood River Loops. Replacement of 
the Hood River Bridge would permanently alter the view of the bridge from the Hood River Loops. Temporary changes would 
consist of the visual intrusion and construction-related noise and atmospheric impacts from equipment and temporary 
structures. Short-term noise levels for construction activities are expected to range from approximately 70 A-weighted 
decibels (dBA) to 100 dBA and possible increased traffic. The Project would result in a Section 106 finding of “no historic 
properties adversely affected” for the Hood River Loops as the bridge’s construction was not historically associated with the 
construction of the Loops, views from the Loops to the bridge are intermittent due to the weaving nature of the roadway and 
vegetation that obstructs views, the views have been altered from industrial development, and the Project would not 
fundamentally alter the significant historic components of the Loops or the existing visual environment visible from the 
highway.  

The build alternatives would result in temporary and permanent potential impacts to the general setting of the SP&S Railway. 
Permanent impacts would include replacing the Hood River Bridge that would alter the view of the bridge from the railway; 
placement of a new bridge soffit over the tracks; location of the new bridge piers at least 25 feet from the track centerline 
with extra distance for curvature; and a change in the crossing location of the bridge either east or west of the existing bridge 
depending on the alternative. The permanent changes would not represent physical changes or a permanent incorporation 
of the railway or its right-of-way. During construction, changes would include visual intrusion, construction-related noise, and 
atmospheric impacts from equipment and temporary structures. In addition, the Project would require a temporary 
construction easement across the BNSF Railway right-of-way with a designated crossing for work vehicles, workers, 
equipment, and materials, the use of overhead cranes and drilled shaft equipment within the easement, formwork over the 
tracks, an 8-foot high fence across the BNSF Railway right-of-way for pedestrian access. The Port would coordinate with BNSF 
Railway for demolition activities to minimize service delays. 

The build alternatives would involve several changes to the setting of the OR&N railroad. Potential impacts would consist of 
an altered the view of the bridge from the main line. The replacement bridge, however, would be physically distant from the 
railroad and views of the replacement bridge would only be intermittent due to the presence of intervening vegetation and 
transportation infrastructure. These changes would have no effect upon the characteristics that make the property eligible 
for the NRHP. 
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The eligible residential structures would experience some degree of potential temporary and permanent impacts. For the 
residences with views of the existing Hood River Bridge, impacts would consist of the replacement of the bridge, thereby 
altering the view. For all six residences, temporary changes would consist of the visual intrusion and construction-related 
noise and atmospheric impacts from equipment and temporary structures. For many of the residences, views of the bridge 
are partially obstructed by other development or vegetation. The historic qualities of the setting viewed from the residences 
has been altered by increased industrial activities and residential development since they were constructed. In addition, the 
alignments of the proposed Project would be similar to the alignment of the existing bridge and would not obscure, 
fragment, or significantly contrast with the existing visual environment as observed from those residences with views. The 
Project features, construction-related activities, and facility operation, therefore, would have no effect or would not 
adversely affect the characteristics that make these residences eligible for the NRHP.  

Exhibit 3-38 summarizes historic resources impacts by alternative. 

Exhibit 3-38. Summary of Impacts to Historic Resources  

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 
Hood River Bridge • No effect • Adverse effect resulting from bridge deconstruction and 

removal 

Columbia River Highway NHL 
District, Hood River Loops 

• No effect • No adverse effect since historic qualities remain largely intact 

SP&S Railway • No effect • No adverse effect since historic qualities remain largely intact 

OR&N Columbia River main line • No effect • No effect 

Six Potentially Eligible 
Residential Structures 

• No effect • No adverse effect (5 structures) and no effect (1 structure)  

 

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES 
Construction Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate construction impacts to 
historic resources: 

» Implement the avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation commitments for construction impacts identified in 
Section 3.19, Visual and Section 3.20, Noise and Vibration. 

» In compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA, FHWA, ODOT and the Port will prepare a mitigation plan to resolve the 
adverse effects to the existing bridge. The Oregon SHPO, Washington State DAHP, tribes, Section 106 consulting 
parties, and public will have an opportunity to provide input on a draft mitigation plan. The final mitigation plan will 
be published as part of the Programmatic Agreement in the combined Final EIS/ROD. The Programmatic Agreement 
will describe the actions to be taken by the signatory agencies of the agreement to meet their environmental 
compliance responsibilities for the Project after the combined Final EIS/ROD are published. These responsibilities 
include mitigation for construction activities and long-term impacts. 

Long-Term Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate long-term impacts to 
historic resources: 

» For the build alternatives, implement the avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation commitments for long term 
impacts identified in Section 3.19, Visual and Section 3.20, Noise and Vibration. 

» Implement the mitigation measures identified in the final mitigation plan and Programmatic Agreement (described 
above). 

Additional detail on historic resources is provided in the Historic Resources Technical Report (Appendix H). 
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3.14. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES AND TRADITIONAL CULTURAL 

PROPERTIES 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
The Project’s APE (Exhibit 3-35 in Section 3.13, Historic Resources) was 
traditionally utilized by several Native American groups and bands that 
fished the Columbia River, White Salmon River, and Hood River and 
gathered plants, vegetables, berries, and nuts from the shoreline and 
upland. These included the Chilluckittequaw people who resided both 
north and south of the Columbia River. Generally, family groups would 
winter along the shoreline and move upland during the summer. The 
Chilluckittequaw bands extended from an area approximately 10 miles 
below The Dalles Dam to the White Salmon River. The area was also 
historically inhabited by the Klickitat people. Several Native American 
villages were located within the vicinity of the APE and recorded by Lewis 
and Clark including houses spread over several miles located on the north 
bank of the river. In total, approximately nine village sites have been 
identified on the north and south side of the river by archaeologists and ethnographers. 

Euro-American history in the area began when Lewis and Clark traveled on the Columbia River, making a brief stop near 
present-day City of White Salmon in 1806. Following the Lewis and Clark expedition, fur traders passed through. It was not 
until the 1850s that Euro-Americans began to settle near the cities of White Salmon and Hood River. Settlement on the 
Washington side of the River picked up in the 1870s and 1880s when the settlement was first called ‘White Salmon.’ 
Settlement on the Oregon side in the City of Hood River followed a similar pattern with the first settlers arriving in the 1850s 
and the town was first platted in 1881. The Oregon Highway Department completed the Columbia River Highway through the 
City of Hood River in 1921 resulting in a rapidly growing population and business activity. 

The NHPA (CFR 36 Part 800) requires that Federal agencies and projects receiving federal funding take into account the 
Project effects on historic properties. Historic properties include any prehistoric or historic districts, sites, buildings, 
structures, or objects that are eligible for or already listed in the NRHP. Federal and State laws prohibit the disclosure of 
archaeological information to protect these resources including 43 CFR Part 7, RCW 42.56.300, and ORS 192.345. For this 
reason, the descriptions of archaeological sites and TCPs within the APE has been kept intentionally general in this section.  

As part of the Project, a baseline study documented previously recorded archaeological investigations within the vicinity of 
the APE. Within a 1-mile radius of the APE, 28 previous cultural resource surveys have been recorded; 10 archaeological sites 
in Washington and 8 in Oregon are within a 1-mile radius of the bridge. Of the three archaeological sites within the APE, one 
is a historic structure remain and the other two are precontact (the period before contact of Native Americans with outside 
cultures) sites. One of the precontact sites has been evaluated and recorded as eligible for listing on the NRHP under 
Criterion D (potential to yield information important for prehistory), whereas the other precontact site has not been 
evaluated. Both precontact sites will be evaluated or re-evaluated under all four eligibility criteria. 

In July 2019, an archaeological survey was conducted on private property within the APE (Smith and Gall 2020) as part of 
development unrelated to the Project. In October of 2019, a cultural resource survey was conducted on lands within the 
Alternative EC-2 and Alternative EC-3 Washington portions of the APE (Archaeological Survey Report). Based on the results of 
these surveys, additional investigations are planned for the Project. Further findings will be summarized in the combined 
Final EIS/ROD. No archaeological surveys were completed in Oregon within the APE due to extensive fill (15 feet to 20 feet 
deep) in this area. 

Ethnographic studies for the Project were prepared by the Warm Springs, Nez Perce, and Yakama Nation tribes that 
documented traditional and present-day cultural practices; fishing, hunting, and gathering practices; important places; and, 
TCPs valued by these tribes (Watters 2020a, 2020b, 2020c). Four TCPs, including village sites, an ancient fishing location, and 
a legendary site, were identified in the APE and located on both sides of the river; three of the TCPs are recommended 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. In addition, large landforms, such as peaks and ridges, that overlook the Columbia River are 
viewsheds that are culturally significant to Native Americans. Within the vicinity of the APE, there are also many traditional 

 
Archaeological field work within the APE. 
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places used by Native Americans from time immemorial to present day for hunting, plant gathering, and other cultural 
practices. Soundscapes also play a central role in ceremonial practices; “natural silence” promotes spiritual supplication and 
are important to cultural practices and traditional lifeways. The ethnographic studies noted the importance of river 
confluence areas to tribal activities and practices, in particular, the White Salmon River and Hood River both of which are 
located outside but near to the APE. The mouth of the White Salmon River is located approximately 1.5 miles west of the 
current bridge on the Washington side and the mouth of Hood River is located approximately 1,750 feet west of the existing 
bridge on the Oregon side of the Columbia river.  

Construction of the Bonneville Dam and creation of the Lake Bonneville in 1937 inundated the Columbia River’s historic 
valley, landforms, and shorelines upstream of the dam. These areas were historically used for Native American villages, burial 
grounds, fishing and river access, and camps for hunting and gathering practices. Many of these sites are thought to have 
been inundated by the dam construction (Ozbun et al. 2005) 

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative would not disturb or alter any documented archaeological resources or TCPs, so no direct impacts 
to these resources would occur from the Project (Exhibit 3-39). If a catastrophic event occurred, it is possible that the existing 
Hood River Bridge could be severely damaged. Any repair or removal of bridge materials could include ground disturbing 
activities, which could adversely affect archaeological resources, or could involve temporary noise and visual impacts to 
viewsheds and soundscapes to places used by tribal fishers, hunters, and gatherers. 

Build Alternatives 
Construction of a replacement bridge would generate temporary noise impacts (e.g., pile driving) within and beyond the APE. 
This increased noise would disturb Native American cultural and ceremonial practices at TCPs within and near the APE. 
Similarly, construction equipment (e.g., barge mounted cranes) and lighting could also intrude on viewsheds that contribute 
to the connected experience of fishing or other practices by Native Americans in the APE. Confluence areas at the mouth of 
the White Salmon and Hood rivers noted as important locations by Native American tribes would temporarily experience 
increased noise levels and intrusions on views from construction equipment. Noise from construction activities would be 
greater at the mouth of Hood River located much closer to the bridge, which could lessen fishing experiences in particular, as 
noise might intrude on the quiet activities associated with fishing. Although noise may be audible at times during 
construction at the mouth of the White Salmon River, this would be diminished by the river’s distance from the bridge. 
Impacts to the TFASs and fish processing facility are discussed in Section 3.5, Treaty Fishing Rights. 

Under Alternative EC-2, documented archaeological sites would be avoided by the bridge and connecting roadway 
alignment; however, associated bridge infrastructure could have an adverse effect to an archaeological site due to ground 
disturbance. The bridge and connecting roadway alignment for Alternative EC-3 and associated bridge infrastructure would 
likely adversely affect one archaeological site. Additional archaeological investigations are scheduled for the Project and 
findings will be summarized in the combined Final EIS/ROD. Relocation of proposed associated bridge infrastructure will 
continue to be studied by the Project as more archaeological data and evaluation becomes available. Alternatives EC-2 and 
EC-3 would not directly affect river confluence areas. 

The submerged portion of the Columbia River shorelines as well as the river bottom, may also contain archaeological artifacts 
and sites, which both build alternatives could adversely affect where bridge foundations and piers are constructed. Limited 
recorded survey data is available to determine the presence and location of submerged resources; thus, no conclusive 
findings of effect on these potential archaeological resources can be made at this time. The Bonneville Power Administration 
contracted with ESA to prepare a narrative report and maps of submerged resources along the Columbia River from River 
Mile 144 to 295. The maps are confidential. The narrative report includes several sites or locations of known or reported 
cultural resources in the APE or vicinity, but the description of the location of these resources is vague and cannot be 
mapped. Neither Oregon SHPO’s nor Washington DAHP’s map databases show submerged resources within the APE. 

Indirect effects from both build alternatives would include viewshed changes from and toward TCPs that are within and 
outside the APE due to the difference in height of the replacement bridge. After construction, at both river confluence areas, 
longer term changes to views would occur. Although views of the new bridge would be largely similar to current views from 
the confluence areas, some differences would occur resulting from the different scale and form of the new bridge as 
compared with the existing bridge and for background landscape views. 
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Exhibit 3-39. Summary of Construction, Direct, and Indirect Impacts to Archaeological Sites and TCPs 

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 
TCPs • No effect • Visual and auditory effects to viewsheds and soundscapes at 

TCPs within the APE 
• Noise and visual impacts during construction at river 

confluence areas. 

Archaeological Sites • No effect • Potential adverse effects to 
one archaeological site for 
placement of associated 
bridge infrastructure 

• Potential adverse effects to 
one archaeological site for 
the bridge alignment and 
placement of associated 
bridge infrastructure 

Indirect Impacts • Temporary visual and 
auditory effects to 
viewsheds and soundscapes 
by construction equipment 
to remove the bridge after a 
catastrophic event 

• Visual and auditory effects to viewsheds and soundscapes at 
TCPs, hunting and gathering grounds, river confluences, and 
other traditional places outside the APE 

 

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES 
Construction Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate construction impacts to 
archaeological resources and TCPs: 

» Implement the avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation commitments for construction impacts identified in 
Section 3.19, Visual and Section 3.20, Noise and Vibration. 

» Continue coordination with CRITFC, BIA, and the all tribes that the Project has engaged in government-to-
government consultation during Project construction, providing Project updates and opportunities for tribes’ input 
into avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures to protect precontact archaeological sites and TCPs.  

Long-Term Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate long-term impacts to 
archaeological resources and TCPs: 

» Consider interpretive signage for the new bridge explaining the significance to Native Americans of TCPs, hunting 
and gathering grounds, river confluences, and other traditional places inside and outside the APE.  

» For the build alternatives, implement the avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation commitments for long term 
impacts identified in Section 3.19, Visual and Section 3.20, Noise and Vibration. 

Additional detail on mitigation measures for archaeological resources and TCPs will be provided in the Programmatic 
Agreement, which will be published in the combined Final EIS/ROD.  
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3.15. ENERGY 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Transportation accounts for a major portion of the energy consumed in 
Washington and Oregon, at approximately 34 percent and 31 percent, 
respectively. This is higher than the energy consumed by transportation in 
the U.S. overall, at approximately 29 percent. Petroleum (e.g., gasoline, 
diesel fuel, jet fuel) was the predominant source of transportation energy 
consumption in Washington and Oregon in 2016, at approximately 
98 percent in both states. Natural gas and electric vehicles accounted for 
the remaining 2 percent of transportation energy consumption (EIA 
2019). 

Energy is commonly measured in terms of British thermal units (Btus). A 
Btu is defined as the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of 
1 pound of water by 1 degree Fahrenheit. Washington ranks number 13 
of the 50 states in terms of transportation energy consumption, with 
700.1 trillion Btu of transportation energy consumed in the year 2016, 
and Oregon ranks number 30 with 300 trillion Btu (EIA 2019). On a per capita basis, Washington ranks number 19 of the 50 
states in terms of transportation energy consumption, at approximately 96.2 million Btu (mmBtu) consumed per capita in 
2016, and Oregon ranks number 40 with approximately 73.5 mmBtu consumed per capita (EIA 2019). 

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
Vehicle fuel consumption dominates the energy use for each alternative and is largely determined by daily crossings and 
average travel speed. Direct impacts to energy use were evaluated assuming the No Action Alternative retains the existing 
bridge in its existing condition and configuration. If the bridge were to close in the future when it surpasses its operational 
life, or if a catastrophic event such as an earthquake or a barge strike occurs prior to the end of its operational life, vehicles 
would have to detour 21 miles to 25 miles each way to alternative bridge crossings (Exhibit 3-9), which would increase energy 
consumption from vehicles compared to continued operation of the bridge.  

Indirect impacts include upstream activities related to energy production needed for facility signals, lighting, tollbooth 
operations, and bridge lifts.  

Build Alternatives 
Energy would be consumed during construction of each of the build alternatives to extract or manufacture materials, 
transport labor and materials, and operate construction equipment, as well as from vehicle delay caused by construction 
activities. It is estimated that 959,841 mmBtu would be consumed from construction activities and vehicle delays during 
construction, approximately 383,936 mmBtu per year. As a direct impact, both build alternatives would require annual 
energy consumption from routine maintenance (63 mmBtu), which would be slightly greater than the No Action Alternative 
(50 mmBtu). The replacement bridge would not substantially increase motor vehicle capacity as compared to the No Action 
Alternative, and it is not expected to substantially impact inter-city vehicle demand or routing of longer distance trips 
crossing the Columbia River at other bridges compared to the No Action Alternative. Both build alternatives would provide a 
shared use path, introducing a non-motorized travel option across the Columbia River and, thereby, potentially reducing 
energy consumption. 

Forecasted traffic volumes for 2045 would be the same regardless of alternative. While average daily travel would increase 
over the next few decades, requiring greater fuel consumption, this increase could be offset by continuous improvements in 
fuel economy resulting from the U.S. EPA national control programs. The replacement bridge is expected to have a 35-mph 
posted speed compared to the 25-mph speed on the existing bridge, which would increase traffic flow and in-turn reduce 
operational energy use compared to the No Action Alternative. 

Indirect impacts would include activities related to electricity production and acquiring the materials used to construct the 
replacement bridge. Indirect impacts from electricity production would include the extraction, production, and 

 
Construction of a replacement bridge will require a 
short-term increase in energy consumption, but energy 
use over time should decrease with the implementation 
of stricter fuel economy standards. 
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transportation of fuels used to generate electricity. Indirect impacts from construction would account for raw material 
extraction, raw materials transportation, materials production, and chemical reactions from materials production. 

Exhibit 3-40 summarizes vegetation and wetland impacts by alternative. 

Exhibit 3-40. Summary of Impacts and Benefits to Energy Resources 

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 
Construction 
Impacts 

• None • 959,841 mmBtu from construction activities and vehicle delays 
during construction, approximately 383,936 mmBtu per year 

Direct Impacts 
and Benefits 

• 50 mmBtu from routine 
maintenance 

• Decreased energy 
consumption in design year 
2045 from vehicle fuels 

• Continued energy spent to 
raise/lower lift span 

• 63 mmBtu from routine maintenance 
• Decreased energy consumption in design year 2045 from 

improved vehicle fuel standards under U.S. EPA national control 
programs 

• Operational energy reduced compared to No Action Alternative 
due to increased speed limit for build alternatives 

• Greater opportunities for non-motorized travel on shared path 
of replacement bridge 

Indirect Impacts • Potential for an increase in 
energy consumption required 
to process additional fuel 
needed by vehicles finding 
alternative routes if the 
bridge closed 

• Upstream energy consumption for raw materials extraction, 
transportation, and productions is included in direct 
construction impacts 

• Decreased upstream energy consumption from fuel production 
activities in design year 2045 from improved vehicle fuel 
standards under U.S. EPA national control programs 

 

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES  
Construction Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate construction impacts to 
energy resources: 

» Contractors would be required to minimize dust and air pollutant emissions. Potential control measures are 
included throughout the WSDOT standard specifications and ODOT standard specifications Section 290. These 
control measures include vehicle and equipment idling limitations, which would reduce energy usage as well.  

Long-Term Impacts 
No mitigation to long-term impacts is proposed. 

Conservation of energy could be achieved in facility planning, construction, operation, and maintenance. Conservation could 
also be applied to recycling pavements, signals, and other hardware items, using indigenous plants for landscaping, and 
applying BMPs in maintenance. Other measures that could be applied include using light emitting diode (LED) lamps for light, 
solar powered lighting, promoting carpools, vanpools, buses, and bicycle projects. 

Additional detail on energy resources is provided in the Energy Technical Report (Appendix D).  
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3.16. VEGETATION AND WETLANDS 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
The API includes vegetated areas interspersed with development, with the 
Washington side less developed than the Oregon side. Vegetation within 
the API consists of native and non-native plants. Rare, threatened or 
endangered plant species are regulated by national, state, and local laws. 
The ESA protects plants on the federal level, and both Washington and 
Oregon maintain protected species lists at the state level. Critical areas 
ordinances protect certain plants at the local level in Washington.  

On the Washington side of the API, ecosystems include the North Pacific 
Lowland Riparian Forest and Shrubland and North Pacific Oak Woodland 
(Rocchio and Crawford 2015) (Exhibit 3-41). Immediately next to the 
existing bridge approach in Washington, there is a 59-inch diameter 
Oregon white oak that is considered a heritage tree protected by the City 
of White Salmon’s critical areas ordinance. The Oregon side of the API 
contains little native vegetation because of its intensively developed character. During a plant survey conducted in July 2019, 
no rare plants or other special status plants were found within the Project’s API. Databases maintained by the USFS and 
USFWS do not identify threatened or endangered species within the Project’s footprint.  

A wetland delineation identified three wetlands (A, B, and C) and several potentially regulated ditches on the Washington 
side during a 2019 field survey (Exhibit 3-42). Wetlands on the Washington side are protected by the City of White Salmon 
critical areas ordinance and are categorized by their quality: Category I wetlands are the highest quality and Category IV are 
the lowest. Wetlands in Washington are required to have vegetated buffers to protect ecological functions with buffer widths 
determined based on their quality. Wetland A is located west of the existing bridge approach ramp and south of SR 14 and is 
a Category III wetland with a required 80-foot buffer. Wetlands B and C are located north of SR 14 proximate to the bridge 
approach ramp and are Category IV wetlands with 50-foot buffers. The Clean Water Act also regulates wetlands that are 
determined to be waters of the U.S.; the USACE requires permits for projects that cause impacts to waters of the U.S. The 
USACE has not yet determined whether the ditches would be regulated as wetlands; the determination would be completed 
during the project permitting phase. 

Project wetland specialists identified one area with wetland vegetation on the Oregon side within the ODOT stormwater 
facility north of the I-84 westbound on-ramp. Stormwater facilities are not regulated as wetlands under the Clean Water Act 
or by the State of Oregon Removal-Fill Law when constructed in upland areas. 

Areas landward 200 feet of the Columbia River are designated as a “shoreline of statewide significance” and development 
activities including grading, filling, vegetation clearing, and bridge construction are regulated under the City of White 
Salmon’s Shoreline Master Program (City of White Salmon 2017).  

 
Vegetation in the southeast area of the API. 
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Exhibit 3-41. Vegetative Communities Found in the APl 
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Exhibit 3-42. Wetlands in the API 

 

 

PROJECT IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 
No Action Alternative 
Since there would not be any construction or removal of the existing bridge, there would be no construction, direct, or 
indirect impacts to vegetation and wetlands from the No Action Alternative.  

Build Alternatives 
The build alternatives would result in construction, direct, and indirect impacts and benefits to vegetation and wetlands. 
Impacts and benefits for Alternative EC-2 and Alternative EC-3 would be generally similar because the alignments and APIs of 
these alternatives are similar.  

During construction, the build alternatives would temporarily affect vegetation, soils, and wetlands including removing 
vegetation associated with construction activities on the Washington side near the SR 14 intersection and in a 70-foot wide 
construction zone to allow for construction equipment access (Exhibit 3-43 and Exhibit 3-44). Removal of Oregon white oaks 
that could qualify as a WDFW priority habitat would occur; Alternative EC-3 would also remove the large, 59-inch oak. The 
oaks provide some value for birds for nesting and foraging opportunities for squirrels and other mammals, but because they 
are surrounded by roads and a railroad their habitat value is diminished. Impacts to the oaks would, nonetheless, be 
compensated for in accordance with the City of White Salmon’s critical areas ordinance requirements. Alternative EC-2 
would remove a total of 3.32 acres of vegetation, including 3.18 acres of Lowland Riparian Forest and 0.14 acres of North 
Pacific Oak Woodland. Alternative EC-3 would remove a total of 4.48 acres of vegetation, including 3.50 acres of Lowland 
Riparian Forest and 0.43 acres of North Pacific Oak Woodland. Nearly all vegetation removed would be on the Washington 
side and up to a third would be in the City of White Salmon’s shoreline jurisdiction; removal would need to comply with 
White Salmon’s Shoreline Master Program. Vegetation, wetlands, potentially regulated ditches, and their buffers temporarily 
disturbed during construction would be restored with native plants.  
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Exhibit 3-43. Wetland Resources Impacted by Preferred Alternative EC-2 

 
Exhibit 3-44. Wetlands Impacted by Alternative EC-3 
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Direct impacts from Alternative EC-2 and Alternative EC-3 would permanently remove 2.32 acres and 0.94 acre of vegetation, 
respectively, for the replacement bridge abutment, retaining walls, and stormwater facility. Most removed vegetation would 
be in Washington. Less vegetation would be permanently removed under Alternative EC-3 since the area east of the existing 
bridge and north of the BNSF Railway is developed and was previously cleared. On the Oregon side, Alternative EC-2 and 
Alternative EC-3 would remove a row of Douglas-fir, pine, juniper, landscape trees, and mowed vegetation totaling 0.75 acres 
west of the existing bridge that currently provides very little habitat value. Direct (permanent) wetland impacts for 
Alternative EC-2 and Alternative EC-3 include partially filling wetland A and its buffer, and completely filling wetlands B, and C 
to accommodate bridge infrastructure including abutments, retaining walls, and improvements to SR 14 for the roundabout 
intersection. Alternative EC-2 would directly fill 0.10 acre of wetlands and affect 0.16 acre of wetland buffer; Alternative EC-3 
would fill 0.10 acre of wetland and affect 0.07 acre of buffer.  

Indirect impacts to vegetation under both build alternatives would include shading of vegetation under the bridge and 
intercepting rainwater that would otherwise infiltrate or be intercepted by vegetation. Shading and intercepted rainfall could 
reduce plant growth and or result in shade-tolerant species. 

Exhibit 3-45 summarizes vegetation and wetland impacts by alternative. 

Exhibit 3-45. Summary of Impacts to Vegetation and Wetland Resources 

 No Action Alternative Preferred Alternative EC-2 Alternative EC-3 
Vegetation • None • 3.32 acres of vegetation removal 

during construction, including 3.18 
acres of riparian forest and 0.14 
acre of oak woodlands  

• 2.32 acres of permanent vegetation 
impacts 

• 4.48 acres of vegetation removal 
during construction, including 3.50 
acres of riparian forest and 0.43 
acre of oak woodlands and removal 
of heritage oak 

• 0.94 acre of permanent vegetation 
impacts 

Wetlands • None • Potential temporary impacts to wetlands, potentially regulated ditches, and 
wetland buffers 

• 0.10 acre of permanent wetland 
impact 

• 0.16 acre of wetland buffer impact 

• 0.10 acre of permanent wetland 
impacts 

• 0.07 acre of wetland buffer impacts 

Indirect Impacts • None • Shading of vegetation from replacement bridge deck 
• Interception of rainwater 

Note: Acreages are approximate 
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AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES  
Construction Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate construction impacts to 
vegetation and wetland resources: 

» A temporary ESCP would be prepared prior to the start of construction and adhered to throughout the process.  
» Construction contract documents would specify that construction activities must comply with local and state 

regulation. 

» Minimize vegetation removal by setting clearing and grading limits using high visibility construction fencing. 

» Minimize grubbing and soil disturbance where not necessary to place permanent foundations.  
» Till or loosen soil compacted by construction equipment before replanting. 

» A tree survey and mitigation plan would be prepared prior to construction documenting tree species, size, and 
recommended mitigation plantings to compensate for trees removed. 

» Revegetate areas temporarily disturbed by construction activities with appropriate native species. 
» Revegetate the existing bridge alignment in Washington following removal of the existing bridge. 

» Consider the use of retaining walls to the extent practicable to reduce the amount of vegetation clearing and/or 
wetland impacts. 

Long-Term Impacts 
The following measures would be implemented by the bridge owner to avoid, minimize, or mitigate long-term impacts to 
vegetation and wetland resources: 

» The Project would comply with all applicable regulatory and permitting requirements pertaining to wetland and 
shoreline vegetation impacts. 

» Shoreline vegetation on the Washington banks of the Columbia River is regulated by the City of White Salmon under 
its Shoreline Master Program. Since the Project is located within 200-feet of a shoreline of statewide significance it 
would trigger the no net loss of shoreline functions approval criteria. Shoreline vegetation would be compensated 
on-site through enhancements if practicable.  

» Compensatory wetland mitigation would meet the federal no net loss of wetland acreage requirement.  

» Any regulated ditches impacted would be restored in place or new ditches created adjacent to road improvements. 
» In the API in Washington, wetland buffers are regulated by the City of White Salmon under its critical areas 

ordinance (WSMC 18.10.700). Compensatory mitigation would be required to address affected functions by 
achieving a functional equivalency or improvement and providing a similar wetland or buffer function. Approval 
criteria require no net loss of functions or values for any activity impacting a critical area. 

Additional detail on vegetation and wetland resources is provided in the Vegetation and Wetland Technical Report 
(Appendix O).  
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